Consultation paper: providing statutory rights for Union Learning Representatives by unknown




1)	This paper seeks your views on the Government’s proposals to give Union Learning Representatives the same rights to paid time off for their initial training and to carry out their duties as those enjoyed by shop stewards and other union representatives at workplaces where a union is recognised for collective bargaining purposes.​[1]​ The new proposals do not intend to assign any new rights to bargain over training or learning. We are seeking your opinions on a number of specific questions relating to the current proposals. 
2)	If you have views that you would like the Government to be aware of please write to the address given at the end of the consultation paper using the attached questionnaire. If you prefer you can email your response to union.learning@dfee.gov.uk (​mailto:union.learning@dfee.gov.uk​)ing@dfee.gov.uk. You can find an electronic version of this consultation document and the accompanying questionnaire on the Department’s website at www.dfee.gov.uk/consultations (​http:​/​​/​www.dfee.gov.uk​/​consultations​). The Government cannot undertake to reply individually to each submission, but it will publish a composite response in due course.
3)	If you would like to see further information on the background to this issue you can find the full Regulatory Impact Assessment and the Department’s recent research Assessing the Impact of Statutory Recognition for Union Learning Representatives on the Union Learning Fund website at www.dfee.gov.uk/ulf (​http:​/​​/​www.dfee.gov.uk​/​ulf​). An earlier evaluation of the Union Learning Fund report number RR 208, entitled A Second Evaluation of the Union Learning Fund can be found on the Department’s research publications website at www.dfee.gov.uk/research/query.cfm?cat=3 (​http:​/​​/​www.dfee.gov.uk​/​research​/​query.cfm?cat=3​). The TUC’s evaluation of the Union Learning Representative role can be found on the TUC website at http://www.tuc.org.uk/learning/tuc-2961-f0.cfm (​http:​/​​/​www.tuc.org.uk​/​learning​/​tuc-2961-f0.cfm​). The Standards for Union Learning Representatives can be found at http://www.tuc.org.uk/learning/tuc-2960-f0.cfm (​http:​/​​/​www.tuc.org.uk​/​learning​/​tuc-2960-f0.cfm​).
The Background

4)	In recent years, the development of a new role for trade unions in promoting learning at work has had a significant impact on increasing motivation and enthusiasm for learning among employees and employers. In particular, the key role of the union learning representative has been instrumental in raising interest in training and development, especially among the very lowest skilled workers and those with literacy and numeracy problems. 
5)	The union learning representative is a new category of union activist. These workers are trained in advising union members on learning needs and opportunities. They have demonstrated that they can complement and add value to employers’ efforts to engage workers in learning.  They share a level of trust with their members, and can often engage those who would be embarrassed about admitting their learning needs to their employer or those in their management chain.
6)	Their work mostly involves face-to face meetings and other direct contact with their fellow workers.  But they also work with employers and training providers to identify the range of learning opportunities that is available. The Government is not proposing that there should be a requirement for employers to consult with union learning representatives, but in practice most employers will wish to ensure that the unions activities support and complement their own workforce development strategies. Where employers do consult union learning representatives, clearly it is appropriate that the representatives should be entitled to paid time off for this. Union learning representatives operate outside the collective bargaining framework, though, in practice, the same people often combine the functions of shop steward and learning representative. These roles are distinct, however, and the Government does not intend to introduce legislation that will assign any bargaining rights over training or learning to union learning representatives.    
7)	Sir Claus Moser’s report on basic skills​[2]​ concluded that one in five British adults was functionally illiterate, and that this cost the economy in excess of £10 billion per year. Since then, the Government has made tackling basic skills deficiencies a key priority, and in March 2001 it published its basic skills strategy. The role of the union learning representative in helping to identify those with basic skills needs, and in encouraging them to take advantage of the many means on offer to raise their skills levels is key to this strategy.
8)	There are currently around 2,000 union learning representatives. They have so far operated on a largely unofficial basis. They do not share the status and do not currently enjoy the same rights as other workplace representatives. There is evidence that this is creating a barrier to their effective working. An evaluation of the union learning representative role carried out in Summer 2000 concluded,
“Eight out of ten learning representatives face some form of barrier in carrying out their learning representative activities. The barriers faced are mostly linked to the lack of formal recognition of the learning representative’s role. This means that learning representatives lack time to carry out duties and lack support from employers and in some cases from others within the union, which creates difficulties in convincing some colleagues of the legitimacy of learning representative activities”.
9)	The same evaluation found that a third of current learning representatives did not get any paid time off to train for their role, and almost a half got no paid time off to carry out their duties. While other surveys show that 80% of union workplace representatives have access to meeting rooms for their work, less than one third of union learning representatives have access to such facilities. It is clear that the lack of formal recognition puts union learning representatives at a disadvantage over their colleagues and that this inhibits their effectiveness and their credibility with employers and union members. Furthermore, it is likely that this disadvantage will affect the unions’ ability to develop and expand the numbers carrying out this role in the future.
The Proposals

10)	The Government therefore intends to rectify this anomaly by giving union learning representatives similar rights to other workplace representatives. It proposes to amend current legislation to do this. The following paragraphs outline our current thinking.
What is a Union Learning Representative?
11)	Union members will qualify as a learning representative if they fulfil the following conditions:
*	they are elected or appointed as such according to the rules of the union; and

*	they undergo or undertake to undergo within a specified period the minimum prescribed TUC training programme for union learning representatives.

Question 1 - Do you agree that these are the right criteria for determining who should qualify as a union learning representative? Are there any other criteria you think should be included?

How many members should they represent?

12)	There are no statutory criteria laid down for the number of workers a shop steward should represent.  These matters are left to unions to determine. The Government considers that the same approach should be followed with union learning representatives. In practice, the number of members a union learning representative represents will depend on a number of practical considerations, including the range of other union duties he or she is involved in, the size of the workplace he or she covers, the other support arrangements available to employees for learning, and how much time the representative could reasonably be allowed to take off for these activities. 
Question 2 - Do you agree that matters such as the number of members represented by a union learning representative should be left to the union to determine? What guidelines, if any, might be required?

What time off should learning representatives be entitled to?
13)	The Government considers that union learning representatives should be entitled to:
*	a minimum prescribed programme of training and development;

*	reasonable paid time off to attend the initial training;

*	reasonable paid time off for advising union members, working with training providers and consulting employers on matters concerned with their role;

14)	Practical guidance on what constitutes “reasonable” in these contexts could be provided in a Code of Practice.  An existing ACAS Code of Practice on Time Off for Trade Union Duties and Activities gives practical guidance in relation to the existing entitlements to shop stewards and union members.  This Code has worked well and has helped reduce the scope for disagreements to arise at the workplace.  One possibility is to ask ACAS to revise its existing Code by incorporating advice on the application of the entitlements for union learning representatives.  
Question 3 - Do you agree with the proposed entitlements for union learning representatives?  What other entitlements to time off, if any, should they have?  Should a Code of Practice provide guidance on the practical application of these entitlements?

What other statutory backing should be given to union learning representatives?

15)	It is important that union representatives should feel protected against any discrimination or victimisation as a result of undertaking their role.  The Government will provide similar protections against dismissal or detriment to union learning representatives as apply to other union officials. 
16)	Union learning representatives will often require access to meeting rooms and normal office facilities to undertake their work. The Government does not consider there is a case to require employers to provide such facilities by legislation. No requirement of this sort applies to shop stewards to assist them in their collective bargaining duties. However, most employers voluntarily provide such facilities to shop stewards and the Government expects that most employers, where resources and premises permit, will decide to provide this kind of practical support to union learning representatives. Practical guidance on the provision of facilities could also be given in the Code of Practice.  
Question 4 - Do you agree with the proposed protections for union learning representatives?  How should the issue of facilities be treated?  

How should these entitlements be enforced?

17)	The existing entitlements to time off for trade union duties are enforced through the employment tribunals.  The Government proposes to establish the same remedies and enforcement mechanisms for union learning representatives. This should have very little impact on the total caseloads of employment tribunals.  Under the existing law, applications for alleged breach of the law on time off for union duties are very low.   
Question 5 - Do you agree with the Government’s proposals on using employment tribunals to enforce the entitlements to time off and protection for union learning representatives?   

What form of training should union learning representatives receive?
 
18)	Training and development for learning representatives should offer the opportunity of formal accreditation. Participation in the initial training should be mandatory for union learning representatives but obtaining the accreditation should be voluntary. Suitable training will be made available through official TUC courses and will be funded by the Government. 
Question 6 - Do you agree that training should be mandatory but accreditation voluntary?

Where should union learning representatives operate?

19)	The Government believes that learning representatives should only be placed on a statutory basis in workplaces where independent unions are recognised for collective bargaining purposes. In such workplaces, the right to appoint learning representatives will be limited only to those independent unions that are recognised for collective bargaining purposes. This is broadly consistent with the way existing time off for union duties is treated under the law. The Government does not consider that the right should apply to all workplaces. That would be unnecessarily prescriptive and give unions representational entitlements where their membership and organisational basis is under-developed.
Question 7 - Do you agree that union learning representatives should have statutory backing in unionised workplaces only? Should there be another basis for defining those workplaces where the statutory entitlements apply? 

Which workers should the union learning representatives support?

20)	 The members of trade union are the natural group whom union learning representatives should support. Current legislation already entitles union members to reasonable time off during working hours to take part in trade union activities, although there is no requirement for employers to pay them for this time off. The Government feels that this legislation should be amended to make it clear that this entitlement includes reasonable time for consultation with union learning representatives, but that no further rights should be offered. Extending rights to paid time off to all union members to enable them to consult their union learning representatives would be very costly and potentially damaging for employers. It would also be inconsistent with other workplace legislation. There should, however, be protection for employees against any discrimination or victimisation on the grounds that they have consulted their union on learning matters.  A Code of Practice would provide practical guidance on what would constitute “reasonable” time off in these circumstances.  These rights would be enforced via the employment tribunals  
21)	Provisions in the health and safety regulations allow for union health and safety representatives to act on behalf of non-unionised employees where this is agreed between the employer and the union. The Government feels that this approach should also be adopted for learning representatives. This could help ensure that non-union members were not disadvantaged, but would still allow the employers and unions to use their discretion where this might be impractical or unhelpful. About 46% of existing union learning representatives report that they already offer support to any employee irrespective of their union membership.




22)	The Government’s view is that small businesses should be fully covered by the proposed statutory entitlements. Smaller employers and their employees should benefit significantly from the services of union learning representatives. Smaller firms are generally less likely to offer any form of training or development to their employees, and it is therefore employees of these firms who have most to gain from the role of the union learning representative. Surveys suggest that 91% of the largest firms offer training to their employees, while only 25% of the smallest do.  Of course, in practice, the entitlement would not apply to many small firms because they are less likely to recognise a union. However, this is no reason to exempt small firms altogether from the scope of the legislation.




20.    The Government has produced a Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) on these proposals.  This document can be found at www.dfee.gov.uk/ulf (​http:​/​​/​www.dfee.gov.uk​/​ulf​). The RIA concludes that the number of union learning representatives will grow gradually after these proposals come into effect, with the full effects being achieved after eight years.  The RIA contains various estimates of the costs and benefits of the proposals over this eight-year period.  They show that the benefits comfortably exceed the costs on all occasions. 

Question 10 - Do you agree with the conclusions reached in the Regulatory Impact Assessment about the estimated costs and benefits of these proposals? 

Conclusion and Summary of Questions

23)	Union Learning Representatives have shown so far that they can be key partners in the Government’s crusade to drive up skills levels in the workforce. They are particularly effective at encouraging the lowest skilled workers and those who have done no formal learning since leaving school. The Government believes that increasing the numbers of these representatives in workplaces across the country will benefit employers and employees alike. However, evidence suggests that the lack of formal recognition for these representatives is creating a significant barrier to developing their role. 
24)	This paper has outlined current thinking on how this might be rectified. The Government would welcome the opinions of employers and employees and their representative organisations or anyone else with an interest in skills and workforce development on the proposals outlined in this consultative paper. In particular, your views on the following questions would be appreciated.
Question 1 - Do you agree that these are the right criteria for determining who should qualify as a union learning representative? Are there any other criteria you think should be included?

Question 2 - Do you agree that matters such as the number of members represented by a union learning representative should be left to the union to determine? What guidelines, if any, might be required?

Question 3 - Do you agree with the proposed entitlements for union learning representatives?  What other entitlements to time off, if any, should they have?  Should a Code of Practice provide guidance on the practical application of these entitlements?

Question 4 - Do you agree with the proposed protections for union learning representatives?  How should the issue of facilities be treated?  

Question 5 - Do you agree with the Government’s proposals on using employment tribunals to enforce the entitlements to time off and protection for union learning representatives?   

Question 6 - Do you agree that training should be mandatory but accreditation voluntary?

Question 7 - Do you agree that union learning representatives should have statutory backing in unionised workplaces only? Should there be another basis for defining those workplaces where the statutory entitlements apply? 

Question 8 - Do you agree that union members should be entitled to unpaid time off during working hours to consult their union representative, and that they should be protected from any discrimination on the grounds that they have taken advantage of these rights? Should union learning representatives provide services to non-union members where this is agreed between the union and employer?

Question 9 - Do you agree that small firms should not be exempted from the scope of the proposed legislation on union learning representatives?

Question 10 - Do you agree with the conclusions reached in the Regulatory Impact Assessment about the estimated costs and benefits of these proposals?









Tel: 01928 794888	Fax: 01928 794311

It would be helpful if you would use the attached questionnaire to record your response.

It is normal practice to assume that responses to a consultation document can be made available to the public, on request.  If you want all or part of your response, including your identity, to be treated confidentially, please state this clearly in your response.

Thank you for taking the time to let us know your views.

The government has set out the following 7 principles for public consultations. This consultation conforms to these principles.

1.	The timing of the consultation should be built into the planning process for a policy (including legislation) or service from the start, so that it has the best prospect of improving the proposals concerned, and so that sufficient time is left for it at each stage.

2.	It should be clear who is being consulted, about what questions, in what timescale and for what purpose.

3.	A consultation document should be as simple and concise as possible. It should include a summary, in two pages at most, of the main questions it seeks views on. It should make it as easy as possible for readers to respond, make contact or complain.

4.	Documents should be made widely available, with the fullest use of electronic means (though not to the exclusion of others), and effectively drawn to the attention of all interested groups and individuals.

5.	Sufficient time should be allowed for considered responses from all groups with an interest. Twelve weeks should be the standard minimum period for a consultation.

6.	Responses should be carefully and open-mindedly analysed, and the results made widely available, with an account of the views expressed, and the reasons for decisions finally taken.










^1	   Section 168 of the Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992provides for union officials to have paid time off for union training and the performance of certain duties connected with collective bargaining.   These rights apply to officials of an independent union which is recognised by the employer for collective bargaining purposes,      
^2	  A Fresh Start - Improving Literacy and Numeracy, DfEE, March 1998.
